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THE 40-YEAR SEARCH FOR AN EXPLANATION 

compiled by Hilary Evans, with John Spencer, for BUFORA. 

To mark lour deadcs or sigh lings. lnvestig&
llons. melhodology and attempts at explan<>tlon. 
the Brillsh UFO Research Assodollon 
(BOFORA). ll#s undenoken INs oml>tious 
survey of the subjec't. creating e unique:, intet· 
nii!Oonol, 'slnte-or·~rt' rereftnce work that will 
Mve rew r;vals. 

Over 40 ol the world's leading ulologlsts 
hove come togcthe.r ~'"a co-~ativc: entc.rpris.e 
of hlstDttc lmponence •. \0 ~~~~ what hos and 
what h;os not been achieved in their spec:Miiti~ 

since Kenneth Amokl' s ,;ghHng of nine UFOs 

over Washington Stat~'s C.3$<"ode Mountbios on 
24 June 1947. which launcl>ed lhc term ·ny.ng 
sax:ers • into the workf s rK"eptive imagination. 

The fidd ol study • indkated by lhc ponial 
Rstol contents below· covers psyc;hology • .odol· 
ogy, pt.ys;c•. aviation scM:nce.lolldorc £, mylhcl· 
ogy, poropsfehology. hi$tory, philosophy and 
many other dlsciplin«. ,"\any more ~~rs Nve 
~en promised There ere rdt"rtn<::CJ to eG<h 
"rtk:le, brief biog:raphic3 of the conlribotors. a 
great many il~1letion$. a comprehensive bib-
liography. ~n inttodu<:tions, and a li:st ol 
organi.sations. 

+ UI""Os throughout history Michel Bougard. + Before the Flying Saucers come 
Nigel Watson + The ghost rockets Anders Uljegren & Clas Svahn + The Maury 
Island caper John A. Keel + 13 UFO case histories Kim Hansen + UFOs as 
r~lated to the African tribDI 5yslem Cynthia t llnd + UFOs in Latin America Willy 
Smith + uro Occupants Peter Hough + UFO crash-relriev~ls Leonard 
Stringfield + Saucerful of secrets Andy Roberts + UFO statistics Claude 
Mauge + Denning the UFO Richard Holnes + Investigating the UFO V.J. Ballester 
Olmos + UFO effects upon people James McCampbell + Radar and the UFO 
Martin L Shough + Assessing the witness Nex Keul & Ken Phillips + The role 
of the computer John Spencer, Maurlxio Verga & Jacques Vallee + The paradox 
of UFO design Jenny Randles + The UF'O propulsionisl• Ken Be· 
hrendt + Ambiguity In UFO behaviour Robert Girard + The ET hypothesis John 
Prytz + British spookllghts David Clarke & Granville Oldroyd + UF'Os as natuml 
phenomena Chris Rutkowski + UFOs and concepts of reality Jenny 
Randles + Nternblive hypotheses Dennis Stacy + UFOs and scientists Ron 
Westrum + The day the Flying Saucers invaded the cinema Nigel Watson + UFOs 
and the public John Spencer + Conspiracy and cover-up Hilary Evans + UFOs 
as psychological and parapsychological phenomena Mark Moravec + The psycho· 
physical noture or UFO reality: a speculative framework Jacques Vallee + UFOs as 
social o'lnd c\Jitural phenomena Hilary Evans + Levels of mystincaUon John 
Rimmer + The case for scepticism ~lichel Monnerie + The case against 
scepticism Willy Smith + UFOs dS folklore Bertrand ."!~heust. 

UFOs 1947- 1967 ho• been compiled and ISBN: 1 670021 02 9 
edited by Hilary Evans - wldcly·respcctcd author 244 X 172mm, ~ paper. 
ollhc ground-breaking v .. .,. ,. Appantioru ,. 352pp. photo .. ocog•om .. - ... indc.<. bib, 
N~n Vis~ors (1984) - aided by John Spence<. notes & <els. 
Both ore member3 ol BOFORA's council. Publlc:otion: July 1967. ~~ 

The above blurb is for on exciting new book to be published by Fortean Tl.,..,s· 

own book publish~nb venture Fortean Tomes. It is due to be published ot the end 

of July. Readers wishing to place a pre- publication order should wrltr. to 

Fortean Toucs, 1 Shoebury Road, East Ram, London E6 2AQ. After the end of July 

1 t will be avaUablo via B!TFORA and the usual UFO book dealers. 

BUFORA also have another book due !or publication, but not untll February 1968. 

This will be a JDajor venture wltb simultaneous pAperback and hardback 

publication in lllllny couDtrles with mega-media proll>Otion a lso. It is to he t.ltlcd 

' From Flying Saucers To OFO' s ' unde r t he edi t ors hi p of John Spenctlr & Hllt>ry 

ll'l'o.os a nd will :Ceo'ture, as does t he a bove , articles f r om t ho worlds leod1ng UFO 

writers and researchers coveri ng all aspect s of the UFO e nigma. Xore news I! bout 

this book as we get it. 
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iYUFORG is a small group of active Ufologists which has been in existence since 
1983 in it's present fora. The group is a member of BUFORA, JUFOJ' and Hilary 
Evans' BOLIDE project. 
VYUFORG, whilst taking a sceptical viewpoint, holds no fixed ideas as to the 
content and origin of the UFO phenomenon, believing it to comprise of both 
subjective and objective facets, and work on the lines of evidence oriented 
research as opposed to belief oriented research. 
The groups aims are to collect, collate and investigate all UFO and UFO related 
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It's a nni versary time - ge t the cake and cand l es ou t ! I t 's forty years s i nce 

Kenneth Arnold started the world off on what could very well be the bigges t wild 

goose chase s ince the search for the meaning of life, ~nd i n r etrospect may 

appear to 21st century histor ians as fu nnier than the Konty Python version of 

that very epic. Hundreds of thousands of pounds and man hours have been spent i n 

what bas s o fa r been a l argely fruitless search to deterllli ne t he origi n of 

UFO ' S. Vbat have we really learned in forty year s . 

Not a lot it seems. Ve know that a great deal of people have mi sidenti fied 

everythi ng f r om Ai rcraf t t o Zond 4 for UFO' s. Ve know t her e ar e more t han a few 

liars, hoaxers and wild exagerators about , even amongst Ufologis ts, not all of 

whom ar e out of the woodwork ye t . 

Ve still don't know i f the fe w UFO' s whic h remain uni dent i fi abl e originate 

from Zeta Re t icula, the 4th Di me ns i on or any one of a hundred other bizarre 

origins which have been atttri buted to them. Quite possi bl y many of t hem have 

prosaic origins a s when many ' c l assi c ' cas es are reappraised or t aken up by 

sceptics they of t en collapse. <The best e vide nce for the exi s tence of UFO' s 

seems t o be in the persistent, mu l ti- witnessed, highl y localised 

s pooklight/earthlight a r ea and t he ball l ightntng/ UAP int erface> . Likewise, 

despi t e there bei ng a whole industry of writer s , back or othe'rwise (and bow many 

Ufologists have read the scepti cs such as Klass, Schae ffer, Oberg etc?), devoted 

to trying t o get us to believe t hat we a r e being visited by extraterrestr ials 

a nd ult radimensi onals , ther e i s still no pr oof whatsoever that this is t aking 

place. The ETH is s till, despite t his lack of pr oof, and perhaps ~cause of it , 

the most adhered t o theory amongst Ufologists t he public and the media and 
I 

l e t 's face i t, bow ma ny people really want i t to a ppear any other w+y? 

The UFO field is in di sarr ay a nd disagreement . After a period of relative 

s anity, books and magaz ines are agai n being produced a l leging crash/retrievals, 

a bduction by e xtraterr estrial aliens and other c lai JDS. The US! UFO research 

scene seems dominat ed by an obsession for getting government files about UFO 

involvement . Magazines a nd journals which look at the subject critically can 

barel y sur vive and Ufol ogis t s in s ome quarters will not accept ot her s commenting 

on 'thei r' cas es and witnesses <tal k about Freedom of Information Acts !>. 

New t heories, such as Earthlights , whic h, whatever its ul t imat e rel ations hip 

to the UFO enigma, have at leas t been tes t ed in the laboratory and the f i e l d and 

seem t o have more relevance than most theories, are totally ignored by most of 

the UFO literatur e and r esearchers , as a r~sult of which t he subject and study 
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of Ufology is really stagnating. Hany people stay for a whlle and then leave, 

disillusioned. Few people <myself included> have been involved in the subject 

for more than a few years, and fewer of these have been 'on the front line' 

actually collecting and investigating reports. There is a dearth of 

intelligent and competent new faces on the scene. There are also very few UFO 

reports being reported these days and most of those received, in the UK at 

least, refer to LITS (which if they are truly unidentified are more llkley to 

belong to the categories of earthlights/UAP/fringe meteorology etc than any 

other). There is an interesting dichotomy here. How can people talk of 

extraterrestrials, crash/retreivals , government cover ups etc when most 

sightings are of this nature <perhaps its closed season for al len visits?>. 

Perhaps the fewer the reports the more bizarre lengths some Ufologists will go 

to to create interest. 
Books like Streiber's Communion and Hopkins' Intrude..r:.s. are telling us that 

aliens exist and have designs on us <even though they don't appear to be talking 

about aliens from outer space, although it will be/has been construed as s uch by 

much of the UFO community and the media>, and researchers s uch as Stringfield 

and Moore et al are . constantly on the brink of revealing something earth 

shattering regarding the US government and UFO's. But there is still no 

unambiguous evidence for the ETH- and certainly no phenomena in any of these 

accounts which cannot be either have originated from or been produced by human 

beings for whatever the reason <consciously or unconsciously>. So what next? 

UFO's do e~ist, in that there are aerial phenomena which we cannot explain. 

There are also' pyschological/mind experiences which appear objective and which 

are frequently ' and spuriously attatcbed to the study, and add to the folklore, 

of UFO' s. There is also a commonly held UFO myth of gigantic proportions. 

Bearing this in mind perhaps there is a case for some radical rethinking of the 

whole approach. Perhaps, bearing in mind the apparent state of the subject, we 

ought to forget about all the previous things which have been written about 

UFO' s, even the investigation manuals and start afresh. Using a l ot of comrnon 

sense and remembering that we live in a culture absolutely saturated with UFO 

and space age imagery and its antecedents. Forget all the catalogues of various 

types of UFO sightings. Forget that 'flying saucers' ever existed. Drop the term 

UFO and replace it with the more descriptive and less suggestive UAP. And then 

start again. Start again, taking every 'UFO' report on its own in isolati on and 

rigorousl y taking the case apart, even if it is just a LITS <how many U!ologists 

have decided they are above investigating LITS?>. Realise that we are only 

humans, riddled with beliefs, and subject to the vagaries of perception. Accept 
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this, and then see what we come up with. Yould the answers still be the same? If 

the phenomena then reported and investigated does not fit into our current 

frames of reference, then scientifc hypothesis must be constructed and tested to 

attempt to find out what is at the root of the problem, rather than the other 

way round which seems to have been happening with the majority of ideas to date 

( i e •we can't explain it therefore it must be extraterrestrial in nature"). 

This is obviously not going to <can't!> happen and is only a thought- it'd 

be a good idea though. lt isn't de-bunking, rather it is objective, open minded 

research pure and simple and may give some real insight into UFO's. Its about 

time the study of UFO' s was related to people and the planet we ~ nhabi t before 

attribut ing their origin to anywhere else. 

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
SUPPORT PRaTECT PENNTNE' 

Readers of UFO BRIGANTIA can support Pr01ect Pennine by purchasing a ~ 

ean~ car/window sticker. These multi-coloured stickers are exclusively 

designed with the 1 Pr0 1~>c t Pennl ne logo and are available from UFO BRIGAN'TIA for 

a mere 60p <three for 1.1:50) po/cheque <payable to Andy Roberts/Martin Dagless). 

Buy one now and support Prof Pet Pennin<>. 7".x t...,.h J. 

Prol~>ct P~>nnln<> is a long term project designed to g~ther reports of anomalous 

phenomena <particularly and especially UFO's and related light phenomena> from 

the Pennine areas. It covers the Pennine area from <approx> Buxton to Kalham and 

as far east and west as Bradford and Manchester. The ultimate aim of the Project 

is to produce a catalogue of all kinds of anomalies for the Pennines <the first 

of its kind> and to correlate the findings with other data which may help with 

research into theories such as the Earthlights hypothesis and others. Any 

significant results will appear in UFO BRIGAJITIA and ultimately in book/let 

form. Further details/offers of help to YYUFORG. 

eeaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeeaeeeaeeeeeeeee 
YUFON 

Philip Mantle bas asked me to mention the existence of YUFON' (Yorkshire UFO 

Network> which consists of Philip and a number of other ex-YUFOS members. A full 

page information sheet giving information about them is to be found elsewhere in 

this issue. In addition they now operate a 24 bour/365 day a year UFO HOTLINE 

which will be receiving extensive publicity throughout the north of England, the 

number is 0924 444049 . YUFON' will also be producing an occasional publication 

which we hope will become well known and respected. YYUFORG wish YUFON' and the 

HOTLINE well and hope to be working closel~ with them in future . 
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UFOs & THE PARANORMAL 

By Day!d Clarke 

' ' 
• A 

1
1arl!e part of the 

lin~ed with mysticism 

subjects like mental 

available UFO literature Is closely 

and the metaphysical. It deals wi tb 

telepathy, automatic writln[! and 

invisible entities, as well as phenomena like polter[!eist 

mani fes tations and possession .... Nany of the UFO report s now 

befog published in the popular press recount allesed 

incidents tbat are strikingly similar to demonic possession 

and psychic phenomena wbicb bas long been knoWD to 

tbeolo[!ians and parapsychologists•. 

Lynn E. Catoe, 'UFO's and 

Related Subj ects: An Annotated Bibliography' <1969> 

A pleasing sign of the maturity and advancement of serious Ufology in 

Britain today is the present integration of ideas and pooling of knowledge 

between researchers from all areas of the paranormal field. Ufology has advanced 

in leaps and bounds since the naive days of the 1950's, when much space was 

wasted on futile theories about 11 fe on Mars and Venus and on the claims of 

fraudu l ent contactees. 

Few who have studied the UFO phenomenon in any depth, and who have 

interviewed witnesses and become involved in the wild-goose chases which ,the 

reflect ive s ubject produces , r emain unconvinced of the connection between UFO ' s 

and other aspects of the paranormal. Despite the public perception of UFO' s as 

extraterrestrial 'nuts & bolts' spaceships, experience in the field soon shows 

the absurdity and contradic tory nature of the 'evidence' for the existence of 

solid craft behind the phenomenon. 

UFO's invariably behave more like ghosts than physical machines, and this is 

emphasised by their apparent attachment to certain 'windows' or flap-areas, in 

the same way that ghos ts haunt certain spots in the landscape for long periods 

of time . The ability of UFO's to appear and disappear into thin air is another 

trait shared with apparitions - so too is the dreamlike quality of UFO 

experiences. 
Paul Devereux has noted that "most UFO reports involve only 11gb ts .. tba t is 

tbe first fact tbat bas to be ZJbsorbed by everyone studying tbe pbenoiiJBnon•. The 

earthlight theory is the only all-inclusive <and testable> theory so far 
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suggested which takes into account the connection between UFO ' s and other facets 

of the paranormal. Close range UFO encounters and apparition reports are 

essentially the same in character. Both involve luminous blobs of plasma-like 

energy which are seemingly attracted to certain types of geological terrain, 

appear at certain times of the year , and are always interpreted i n ways familiar 

to the witnesses cultural belief systems. 

These lights have several notable characteristics: they are predominantly 

ball-shaped, with diameters varying from lOcm t o more t han 5 metres, though are 

more probably amorphous or gaseous in compost tion <1. e. many reports describe 

them passing through fences and hedgerows, which may have given rise to 

apparition reports such as the 'Whi te Lady' of ghostlore>. Sometimes they appear 

to resemble giant human eyes, or brilliant motor car headlights, and pulsate 

internally . Close observers often see two lights above one anohter, one a kind 

of reflection of the brighter light "bobbing up and down liS if on elllstic". 

Others are composed of numerous small lights, which may split up into smaller 

combinations, and then rejoin the main mass". 

There can be little doubt of the connection between blobs of energy of this 

kind and geological faul t1 ng, as demonstrated by the research of Devereux, 

Persinger, Brady and McCartney. the initial stages of VYUFORG' s 'Proj ect 

Pennine' bas already produced corroberative evidence in s upport of the above. 

In the High Peak of Derbyshire , the mysterious 'Longendale Lights' have long 

remained a perplexing enigma. In 1982 Glossop's Mountain Res~ue Team spent three 

hours searching for a 'green flare' reported to have been seen on the 

northwestern edge of Bleaklow, near Torside Castle <an earthwork believed to 

have been a Roman fort or ancient burial mound) on the route of the Pennine Vay. 

Although climbers and ramblers are advised to carry torches for emergency use, 

the rescue team were unable to find any explanation for the sighting - a 

spokesman commenting that NJ don't beleive in sbosts, but there'~ so111etbing up 

there. It happens too often to be just chllnce. •, 
I 

In 1973 a motorist bad reported seeing a r ed light hovering rlear the place 

mentioned in the 1982 account, and in 1977 a former Glossop police sergeant 

reported a white light. Searches of the bleak moors were made on both occasions, 

but nothing was found to account for the 'flares' . The lights seen from Bleaklow 

and Longdendale are of two kinds: one is a single powerful searchlight- l i ke beam 

which bas been seen in the vicinity of Bramah Edge and Clough Edge, beyond the 

Torslde resevoir, but never moves further than the high rim of moorland. The 

other kind is a string of moving, elusive and eventually fading lights that 
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often appear on the remote and craggy heights of Bleaklow beyond Shining Cl ough 

(is this how the name originated?>. 

Also emanating from the same locality - as may be expected - are rumours 

about ghostly Roman soldiers, witch covens and black magic <Woodhead's Church 

being subject t o desecration). There are few possible explanations for the 

lights, beyond the possible misinterpretation of car and aircraft lights, or the 

appearance of luminous sheep (!!), as there are few sources of artifical light 

on the desolate peat-bogs which cover Bleaklow and Kinder Scout. However , 

reference to Geological Survey maps show the western edges of Bleaklow and the 

Longdendale Valley to be riddled with geological faul ts, especi ally in the areas 

where lights are reported the most frequently . 

The association of strange lights wi th prominent rock outcrops, resevoirs 

and tower s is found again and again in the Pennine Hi l ls. Perhaps of relevance 

are the prehistoric rock-carvi ngs recently discovered by r ambler Arthur Quarmby 

upon outcrops and near streams throughout the Pennine uplands.2 The apperance of 

strange lights may ha ve gi ven the name to the rocky hillock <373 ft above s ea 

level) known as Lantern Pike, between Hayfield a nd New Mil l s on the 

Derbyshire/Cbe~bire border. Legend has it that 'Peggy with the Lantern ' <Vill o' 

t he Wisp> can' be seen swinging i ts l amp on the summit of the Pike on dark 

nights. 

A further example are the lights reported hoveri ng over St anage Edge on t he 

Derbyshire/South Yorkshire border i n July 1981. Police a nd mountain rescue teams 

searched the moors and rocks here after a company manager and his wife at 

Sbeephi ll Farm, Ringinglow, reported seeing 'two brilliant red flares' hovering 

for 20 minutes in the sky over Stanage Edge/Burbage Moor. Police enquiries soon 

ascertained that no flares, hang-gliders or army manoevres were in the area at 

the Ume of the sighting. A further interesting 'coincidence' was that later the 

same night a spect acular fireball -meteor lit up the s kies over northern 

England.,. 

A further intriguing c lue is t he connecti on of light s with ancient burial 

mounds and standing stones, as reported at Torside Castle on Bleaklow. have 

come across this connection time a nd time again during research a nd 

investigation. Myers Lane, the location of the peculiar close encounter case at 

Worrall, Sheffield, in April 1977 <see UFO BRIGANTI! no.23, pg.26> is overlooked 

by both a large burial mound and a faultline! 
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An ancient mound known as Castle 

Hill, near Hewton- le Willows <and t he K6 

motorway> in Lancashire is supposedly 

haunted by a phantom light interpreted 

in a ghostly fa~hion as ' ~he White Lady 

of Cast le Hill'. In the 19th century the 

antiquarian Rev. Edmund S~bson recorded, 

upon the opening of the mOund, t hat the 

apparition "flits and glides, but never 

walks .. (and is) sometimes seen at 

midnight, but never talks". In 1970 a 

motorcyclist reported seeing a white 

figure like a woman float across the 

road in front of him near Cast le Hi 11, 

causing him to swerve and fall from his 

machine. he arrived at the local police 

station bruised and shaken, learning 

that a similar g l owing white figure had 

been reported at Castle Hill by other 

pedestrians and motorists. 

One of these was J ohn Weedon, an angling journalist, who bad fled one night 

from what be described as a "wbi te .lli!ISS of apparently lll!llevolent energy- which 

appeared near the hil l . A similar figure in white was reported by motorists on 

the A61 Barnsley to Wakefield road near Wooley, West Yorkshire , in July 1985. 4 

It is obvious that sightings such as these near burial mounds and places of 

prehistoric sanctity eventually l ed to the generation of legends about such 

places being haunted by fairies, boggards a nd other supernatural creatur.es . It 

is a lso further evidence that the ancient peoples deliberately constructed their 

religous sanctuar ies upon sites known as the haunt of wierd lights and phantoms. 

This may i n t urn have led to certain mythological names being given to certain 

mounds and wells - f or example Hob Hurst • s House, the name of a prehistoric 

barrow near Chatsworth House in Derbyshire. 

In the ' Fol klore of East Yorks hire' <1890), J ohn Nicholson describes a stone 

"believed to have wonderful ·powers" which once existed "dorm the hill forming 

the eastern slop of Naffertin Slack" <Humberside) ;. "at night and at certain 

seasons, it glowed like fire, s oJDetimes i t seeJDed but the portal of a well

lighted hall; and one old stone-breaker declared he had beard wonderful music 

issuing therefrom, the like of which be had never beard before; whil e on one 
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occasion be bad seen troops of gaily dressed elfins repairing thither, some on 

foot and some in carraiges, and tbey all went into this mysterious ball". 

Another stone haunted by mysterious lights was the Fairy Stone at Clun in 

Shropshire, the stump of which is all that now remains. 

Religous visions, such as those of the apparition of the Virgin Mary <and of 

the Vbite Lady of ghostlore) should perhaps also be reassessed in the light of 

the above. Belgian Ufologist Marc Hallet, who has studied these visions in 

depth, makes the following remarks: " (many> of tbe visions of the Virgin Xary 

are based on :strange lights seen in stange conditions .. at Lourdes and Banneux 

the young girls saw a pale white light. It was cold and misty. They were 

questioned again and again, and finally they spoke of a young woman dressed in 
I 

white. But at the be!Jinning they spoke only of a white light which bad 4 human 

form and disappeared as a light that is turned off. At Beauring sever4l children 

saw a white li!Jbt which lJIOVed slowly 11long 11 railway". 

These lights always display inquisitive or elusive behaviour (these 

attributes have even been noted by the Project Hessdalen team of the plasma-like 

blobs reportedly now haunting the remote Norwegian valleys> and seemingly have 

an awareness of observers movements and thoughts - react! ng especially to 

intense enthiusiasm and emotional excitement <e. g. the Virgin Mary apparitions 

and the phenomena accompanying the lielsh Revival in 1905) in a way similor to 

poltergeist manifestations. 

An example of the above con be sen in the following account of on account of 

an encounter with the ' Cammeringham Light', a swiftly-lllOving yellow spookllght 

which once haunted the village of Cammeringham in Lincolnshire: "(one night> Kr 

Richard Garner went, 4long with 4 friend of his, 4 man by the name of Taylor, to 

try to solve the mystery. It WIIS not long before Kr Taylor saw the light, 11nd be 

pointed to it lind told Jtr G4rner where it was. To Xr Taylor's IJStonisbment, 

Garner replied tbllt be could see nothing at all, and be did not believe there 

was anything to see! (a f4scinllting phenomenon which often occurs during 

encounters with boggards, UFO's 4nd ghosts> .. Then Xr Taylor knelt down to pray, 

with the result tbllt the light began to lJIOVe towards him. Tben bis dog evidently 

saw the light 4nd sn4pped lit 1t. Vbetber the ligbt saw the dog I do not know, 

but it JDOved 4Way again liDd the attempt at 4 solution ended in failure",. 

Another intriguing ospect of the ' Cammeringham Light' is that some who have 

reported seeing it have described it as 'the ghost of Queen Boadice4' speeding 

towards them out of the early roorning mists, or "liS a woman in 4 long billowing 

gown, ber hair strellliiing behind her as she whips up a pair of horses pulliniJ the 

chariot in which she stllnds"l ! 
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Obviously, as the above account clearly illustrates, individual witnesses 

will manipulate or hallucinate <perhaps by the effects of electro~gnetic fields 

on the brain or through the famous 'flicker' or strobe effect) what they see to 

produce images of alien spaceships, religous visions, or denizens of fairyland, 

depending on the particular cultural perception of the unknown. 

Ufologlsts should now be examining accounts of these phenomena instead of 

becoaing enbroiled in futile struggles against government 'cover-ups' and 

suppression of information. All the clues required are here waiting to be 

discovered, if only the courage and stamina necessary can be found. 

For example, in • The Fairy Faith in Celtic Countries ' by W. Y. Evans-Wentz 

<1911> is given and occount of an encounter with fairies reported by Xr T. C. 

Kermode of Peel, Isle of man, a member of the House of Keys <the lower house of 

the Manx Parltmentl. He related that "there is much belief here tb4t there 

actually are fairies; and I consider such belief to be b4Sed on 11ctual f11ct in 

nature, bec4use of my own stange experience. About forty years ago, one October 

night, I and another young man were going to a kind of Kanx b4rvest home at 

Cronk-a-Voddy. On tbe Glen Helen rolld, just at Be4ry F4rm, ItS we w11lked along 

talking, my friend happened to look llcross the river (4 small brook>, lind said: 

'Ob look tbere are the fairies, did you ever see them?' I looked across tbe 

river and saw a circle of supernllturlll light, which I have now come to regard 4S 

the astral light or the light of nature, as it is called by the mystics, in 

wbicb spirits becoli/De visible. the spot where the light llppe4red WitS 4 f14t 

space surrounded on the sides aMty from the river by banks foriJJed by low bills; 

and into this Spi!Ce and the circle of light. from the surrounding sides 

appl!rently, I stJw coiJJe in two's and three's, ll lfreat crowd of little beings, 

smaller than Tom Thumb 4nd his wife. All of them, who appeared li.lre soldiers, 

were dressed in red. They 1110ved back lind forth aliiid the circle of light, liS they 

formed into order like troops drilling. I 11dvised getting ne4rer to thea but my 

friend said: • No I 'JIJ lfOlDIJ to the pl!rty•. Then after we looked at them a few 

aUnutes my friend struck the roadside wall with 11 stick and shouted, and we lost 

the vision and the light Vllnisbed. • 

!Ia doubt if this same circle of light had been reported in the 1970's, 

instead of the 1870' s, it would appear as a 'spaceship' with small crew members! 

iotas & References 

1. Glossop Chronicle & Advertiser, February 18, 1983. 2. The Guardian <London>, 

January 13, 1987. 3. Personal Investigation, 1981 . 4. Daily Express, July 17, 

1985. 5 . Lincolnshire Life, Janullry 1974 . . 
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INTRODUCING YU.F.O.N. 

The Yorkshire UFO Network,(YUFON) was founded in 1984 and is a private organisation 
administered by individuals variously qu~lified and from many different walks of life. 
The organisation is not a cult,nor does it have a membership as such and entry into 
YUFON is strictly by invitation only.YUFO~ subscribes to no particular theory or point 
of view with regards to the origin and nature of the UFO phenomenon.Flexibility,and 
open minded unbiased objectivity form its policy,Above ~11 it attempts to undertake 
a continuous programme of objective res~arch and investigation in to the UFO enigma, 

YUFON speaks as an independent body and is affiliated to no other organisation ~lthough ' 
some of the researchers within YUFON are members of various other organisations through 
out Britain.YUFON keeps an active interest in all aspects of UFO research no matter 
where such events might take place in the world today. 

YUFON was set up primarily to concentrate its research in the county of Yorkshire and 
surrounding counties .Every year YUFON recieves many r eported observations of UFO 's 
from numerous sources,some are good,some are poor,and many such reports prove quite 
easily to have a quite natural explanation,All such reports are studied by the YUFON 
researchers which consists of a small team of people who have many years of tried and 
tested experience in this field.Checks are made with military,civilian,scientific,and 
technological authorities to the fullest extent that our limited resources permit, 
Checks are also made with the various other serious UFO research groups that are in 
operation in various parts of Britain today .By such means,YUFON seeks affective avenues 
and methods of research to provide an overall picture of the UFO phenomenon as it 
affects our area and beyond,Much of the resulting info~ation obtained by YUFON is 
shared with other serious organisations and is aleo disseminated through both public 
and private lectures,open discussion,the media,and its own publications, 

YORKSHIRE UFO NETWORK 

The Yorkshire UFO Network is quite prepared to research and investigate any aspect of 
the UFO phenonenon and we are also interested in cooperating with other researchers, 
whether ~ndividuals or groups,both in this country and overseas. We are also interested 
in exchanging publications and other information with other researchers both at home 
and abroad, 

If you would like to know more about the Yorkshire UFO Network,or you would like to 
assist YUFON with its research and investigation of the UFO phenomenon,or wish to report 
the sighting of a UFO,then please contact YUFON at the following address, 

THE YORKSHIRE UFO N£T',WRK, 
106 LADY ANN ROAD, 
SOOTH ILL, 
BATLEY, 
\fEST YORKSHIRE, 
HF17 orr, 
ENGLAND. 
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WYUEORG ARCHIVE CASE 

A FOO FEQM THE FILES 

Andy Roberts 

This account, hitherto unpublished, was obtained as part of the research I 

am conducting for a book/let on the s ubject of foe- fighters to be ~ublished la~e 

'87 or early '88. It is based on a telephone c~nversation and postal 

communications with Arthur Horton <pilot> and Bernard Dye (mid-upper gunner) 

On the evening of the 26th of April 1944 a Lancaster bomber, number LX 477, 

piloted by Arthur Borton, set off from RAF Xildenhall on a bombing mission to 

lissen in Germany. The raid was co:mpleted, the normal distractions of night

fighters and flak being experienced, and the Lancaster turned for home. Soon 

after l ea'7ing the! target the rear-gunner report~d over the intercoJII that he 

could see some orange coloured lights following the plane. Be could see at least 

four • orange balls' following them, two on either side of the aircraft. They 

appeared to be the size of large footballs and had a fire-like glow about them. 

They see!IIE!d to accelerate in short spurts and one of the gunners thought he 

could see small stubby wings or possibly an exhaust glow at the rear. The pilot, 

uns ure of what they were, took illllDE!diate evasive action and I quote f rom his 

account: 

• ..... I of course bad iJIIlDE!diately dropped the aircraft out of the sky, 111y 

IJUDners didn't know what they were - should they fire? - by this tiiE I ...,s 

standin!f the JJircrJJft on its tall and belfJ.nninlf JJ series of corkscrews and 

turns, with the thiD!fS folloorl.n!f everythiD!f I did - but Jlla)dn!f no DOVe to attack 

us - by this ti111e we hJJd the throttles • tbrou!fb the lfJJte' - the IJUnners still 

aslriD!f what they should do - JJpart fro111 flyin!f the thiD!f I bad to try and answer 

the111 - but were 'they' some foT'111 of JIIIJlfDetic contraption thJJt would explode at 

so1119 specific distance fro111 us or on contJJct? - did they want us to fire at tbe111 

to cause an explosion? Out of the kalledescope of thou!fht tbe only answer was 

'If they are leJJvin!f us alone, leave then JJlone' •...• • 

Xr Horton continued his evasive action for a total of ten minutes, during 

which time all the crew except himself and ·the bomb aimer had seen the 

phenomena. Whatever it was stayed with the Lancaster, duplicating its every 

.ave, until they reached the coast, when in the words of Bernard Dye the mid

upper gunner • ·tbey seeDJed to burn the111Selves out• 

The Lancaster had to land at a different airfield to its own as the 

desperate evasive action had caused a mechanical fault. The consenus amongst the 

crew was that they had been chased by a radio controlled aniti- aircraft rocket 

or shell. Upon reporting their experience to the Intelligence Officers at de-
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brei:Ung they were Jlllt with ridicule but no explanation as to what they had 

seen. In the subsequent 28 missions they flew they did not experience any 

similar phenomena and neither did they hear of any other crews doing so. 

This account appears to be of a typical foe-fighter encounter. That it took 

place is in no doubt as can be seen from the photo-copy of pilot Arthur !lorton's 

log book, below. 

Slghtings by VYll aircrew are aDOngst the best UFO slghtings we have in 

ter- of witness credibility. In a bollher the lives o-f at least six people 

depended upon crew .eabers discerning exactly what they were seeing very quickly 

and acting upon it. The crew were all using oxygen so there was no possibilty of 

hallucination. The chances of this case being attributable to exhaust glows from 

Gerlll!ln night fighter j ets are non-existent and similarly whilst radio controlled 

anti-aircraft devices -were used (rarely> by the Geruans they could not have 

perforw!d the 1111noevres described or have lasted for the length of time noted. 

Also, were this the case they would have either caught the Lancaster or have 

exploded in the the air. The account is interesting for two other reasons. 

Firstly, non of the crew -were aware, either then or since, of the existence of 

•foe-fighters', in fact when I spoke to Arthur Borton I had to explain the term 

and the pronunciation. This makes 1 t a totally virgin case, untainted by UFO 

related knowledge. Secondly the fact that the phenomena appeared to move in 
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bursts and may have had short wings of some kind gives additional data to the 

too-fighter mystery. 

Vere they ' really some ultra-secret Gerlll!ln weapon? It seeE unlikely, 

especially at that stage of tl,le war. As with other foe-fighter reports the 

behaviour of the phenomenon, matching the planes every move, the sudden 

appearance and disappearance and non-aggressive actions, .ake it seea like some 

type of unknown at=ospheric phenomena. Had the gunners fired on the phenoDena we 

may have been a lot wiser as to the nature of the too- fighter phenomenon. 

ftfftfftfHtflUUUt-Jf.ftlf.t#+*Ufl~ftftfHHJO .. ohUfHHHHHHtUflttUttUttttft4UtUUfHHtUUftftUftfiQfifHHJttftfi+HHHtUUtHHtUHttttff 

CURRENI INVE.SIIGAIION.S 

IDFORG RHSEARC;H 

Date: 23/12/86 

T 11118: 07: 25 GIIT 

Location: Bradford, Vest Yorkshire. 

A nu11ber of witneSGes in Bradford 

reported seeing a •group of between 

six and eight bright lights flying a't 

high speed silently over the city•. 

IUESIIGAIIOI 

As con be seen frou the above cutting 

"the sightings were reported to the 

Telegraph and Argus and printed in 

the issue dated 23/12/86. YTUFORG 

A UFO e)(pert Ia to lnveaUv-te alghtlnga 
over Bradford thla mOflllng. 

b
Four people rani the T&A to rePQrl my~~o·rluu, 

o Jects over Odsal. Allerton and Fagley at ; ,zs u rn . 
All or lht.m dHCr1bt a I[MJUP 

oC between Sl.X a.nd etaht bfiRht 
lll!ht> Oyl"'f at 1\l&h ·stlently over the c;lty. 

Bul IM<a.Onldlonl &1,.... 
ttaff s.akl m. ait'7p~~Ot 0\'tr 
Brad.fbnl • .., clt-tr I I lh.ll 
time~ 

And...,. Wood and hb -
Dere~ Mooro are por1 ol t1>t 

'Bradford ColliiCII Mobile 
<leonine tum. hod Just ~ 
to unJoa.d outside 1 hou• lo 
Bannby A\•tnue, AUt-non 11 
7.~ ... m . wh~n thtoy aaw tM 

·Uallta. 
Andrew dnc:r1bod thoal M 

llh plan .. ln lbnnatloll "'til 
bnlht llahl:! but tl>tn wu no 
noloo. Don- IIJ]>a.!nocl: ··My 
b:a1r ttood: en end.. It wu V'tt"J 
odd then wu a du.atec ol 
Uchtabutool0Wl4. 
-n., ...... qukltly ....... 

I!M borUoll. thn't .... &Q 
.on.t!P il... It tl>t t..ck ol 
them Wte a ' 'apour and they 
'ftnt f'rom north to JOUlb. .. 

Jamft GrH"Owood WM on 
· ~>~t way bock I\'Om tbo Dlaht 
shJit II a bUifT and WU 
bot., .. n Fagloy and ~ 
bury when ht P.nced Ul> and 
.... s1x brtahtlfl!hta. 

1u. sold: ··1 sq tl>tm """" It 

• lair llcll and -bolllnd black dcuciJ 1n • r ... 
-.onda.-

investigators located the addresses of all the avilable witnesses and standard 

report forms were sent for completion. 

Vhilst awaiting their return a letter was sent the Leeds Astronomical Society 

the Balifax Astronomical Society and the Xeteor Section of the British 

Astronomical Society to ascertain as to whether or not astronomical phenomena 

could have been responsible for these s ightings. It was already established froa 
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the cutting that Leeds and Brad!ord airport had said "The a irspace over Bradford 

was clear at that time•, 

BYALUAIIO! 

On the initial evidence alone contained in the press cutting we thought it 

possible that there was an astronomical explanation for the sightings. At the 

time of the reports on 23rd of Decellber there is a meteor shower called the 

Ursids and this would seem a likley culprit. 

Vhen the report forms were returned the diagrams and descriptions tallied with 

those of a meteor shower. Our suspicions were further confirmed when in their 

reply the Leeds Astronolllical society suggested that "it does sound as though it 

could have been meteors•. 

·- = 

•= 

..-... 
·-

Sketches by witnesses Donald Thorley & H. Richardson. 

FIIAI. comus 
The evidence is such that the sightings are al110st definitely attributable to 

the ~~eteor shower called the Ursids. Thus our conclusion is that the reports are 

classiled as an IFO/ Astronolldcal phenomena. 

THE FIEST OF "87!7 

Date: st5t87 

Time: 21:30 BST <approx> 

Yitness Location: BrAilley, Leeds 

Object Location: Rawdon, Leeds 

RErolU 

Two witnesses' a Xr & Xrs Tilley were in the kitchen of their house the window of 

which overlooks the town of Rawdon. They both suddenly saw a fla-.lng red ball of 

light descend frail the sky and appear to land on the nearby IIDjor ring road. The 

witnesses at first thought it was an aircraft in trouble which crashed hoever 

they dislllissed this as they could see the road quite clearly and the light 

hes diEM1ppeared. 
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BYAI.UAIIOI 

The weather conditions in this case turned out to have a vital bearing on our 

conclusions. It was unthinkable that an aircraft hed landed or indeed crashed on 

the nearby road as both witnessses could clearly see the traffic flow 

continuing. The weather at this time was very unusual ' consisting of low dark 

clouds with bright sunny spells, thunder, and flashes of sheet lightning 

interspersed with short breaks of warll rain. The air was huadd. 

Due to the unusual conditions we think it highly probable that what the 

w1 tnesses observed was a form of electrical phenOJ.ana ie ball lightning. Two 

other people also saw and reported unusual lightning activity frail this area on 

the same evening. 

:r:uu comus 
A highly unusual yet fascinating LITS case which seem to have all the factors of 

a typical UAP/Bal l Lightning event. 

REVIEWS 

I 

The UFO Conspiracy: The First Forty Years. By Jenny Randles. <Blandford Press 

1987 .(.10:95) 

Cover up is the key word for this book and in it Jenny puts forward a concise 

h i story of the UFO phenomenon and the various major world governments attitudes 

to it. starting with Arnold' s 1947 sighting the book 110ves through the various 

US projects <Sign, Grudge etc> which have looked at UFO's. She follows this with 

a brief round up
1 

of world wide cases and finishes up with a look at tbe • UFO 

Proof' - detailing the governmen~al responses to the UFO and UFO investigators. 

There is SoliEithing for everyone here. For UFO novices (or for those who have 

just forgot!) you get an overview of the early years of UFO investigation and 

attitudes. The cover up enthiusiast will be happy at the many hints of a 

gigantic worldwide conspiracy to hide 'the truth' and sceptics will be able to 

chortle with glee as they point to all the cases Jenny includes which they 

'know' have been solved <Trinidad Island, Iaikoura, Coyne Helicopter etc> 'cos 

Philip Klass and Robert Scha.ffer told thell so! It is a good account of the 

situation to date although it would appear that the only thing that the 

authorities are covering up is their confusion and ignorance of what is going 

on. The worrying part of it is the suggestion that an 'education progr8Jie' is in 

existance whereby infor1111tion about UFO' s (usually as extraterrestrial aliens) 
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is fed/leaked/given to the public/UFO co~nity as a prelude to the goverDDents 

coDing clean about their true involvment with the UFO phenomenon. Whilst I don't 

think anyone would now argue that there !s 'so~~ething' going on and that the 

USA/GB etc authorities are aware of it, the 'eductation programme hypothesis' is 

defintitely a 'believe it or not ' 1te11. Despite this minor cavil it is a 

worthwhile addition to any Ufologists library and a good present to give someone 

new to the field. AJR 

CoJPUD!oll: By flh1tley Strel ber: (Celltury Books 1987 ~l 0: 95J 

This is· a True Story. You know it is because it says so on the cover of the book 

and at the bottom of every other page throughout. Streiber is a famous US 

fantasy writer who came to the realisation, after reading Jenny Randles 'Science 

& the UFO's', that be had had many abduction experiences at the hands of beings 

whom be calls the • visitors' - cm•prising of several types of entity from the 

traditional abduction entities to 'things' like the card men in Allee in 

Wonderland. Anyone who knows nothing at all about abductions is going to have a 

bard u- with this book, as it mixes Streiber's alleged experiences with 

hypnosis sessions, childhood -110ries of strange events and his own thoughts on 

the nature of the visitors. Far from being a gung-ho liTH believer Streiber 

ponders frequently on various origins for the visitors and although there 

appears to be UFO/LITS and external bodily features attatched his story the 

argu~~ent for the liTH is pretty wea.lt. Streiber hi-elf on 110re than a few 

occasions wonders if they are soiiB a.speot of our deep minds and makes 

connections with the folklore and mythology of our species. If they are from our 

minds then we have got pretty strange minds. This could be the book that 1111kes 

abduction experiences • respectable' and /11/lY bring about widespread study of the 

pheno~~enon. U~like such books like the Bye of Fire, Co~nion actually sounds as 

if it could be true. Kind boggling! 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
EXCA L IBUR BOOKS 

JiiCALIBUR BOOKS: Specialists in titles on UFO' s, 

ghosts and allied subjects. Titles frOJa 

mystery ani1111ls, folklore, 

obscure and foreign 

publishers stocked. Out of print titles found. Write to be placed on our mailing 

list . 

BICALIBOR BOOKS, 15, Rockport Road, Craigavad, Co. Down, BT18 ODD 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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N E w_s 
····················································· · ·~························ 

GET RICH! 

With 'dhe 'education program' in Ddnd it is perhaps worth noting that Ladbrokes 

Credit Express is currently offering odds of 200- 1 on •Allells fro111 outer SINJC8 

to c~sb or lend on eartb, al1ve or dead et eny tl.e 1n tbe future. Conf1r.ed by 

Un1ted lat1oos.• Place your bets. 

.........................................••..................•.....•.•..•....... 
BOOKS 

Independent 0. X:. UFO writer, researcher & lecturer Tim Good has a new book 

published on July 9th. Entitled 'Above Top Secret; The Worldwide UFO Cover-up' 

<Sidgwick & Jackson), it will reveal the depth of international official 

interest . Readers who have seen any of Tim Good's lectures on the subject will 

know they are in for a treat. 

·••········•· •··•····•··••••••······•••··••··•·····•····•••••••·····••·•·•·•·•·· 
EVENTS 

Beside the BUFORA Congress on July 10/11/12 at the London Buisness School 

(detai l s from 16, Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex, RH15 9ST> another event well 

worth supporting is: The Ley Hunter ){cot on July 4th at the Xusic Roo-, 

Holywell Street, Oxford, .t9:50 on the door. Jralcol11 Robinson of the SPI is 

organising a UFO day in Glasgow SOII8till8 in the AutUJm- a:~re news next issue. 

HET.p 

The editor of UFO BRIGAITIA is still wanting any foe-fighter infor.ation. Also 

any information, sources, photo-copies of articles etc dealing wi~h the alleged 

Spitzbergen UFO crash/retreival (1952>. Editorial address. 
. 

•......••.••.•.....................••.•••.•...•.........•....................... 
ART' 

Inin Johnstone who does all the artwork, covers etc for UFO BRIGAJTIA is once 

again offering high quality colour enlarged versions of his hand- done and 

cartoons and cover artwork. Sure to be collectors i tell8 when people get round to 

collecting UFO EIIOrabilia. All on the highest quality art paper and sui table 

for fralliog or 110unting. A snip at 1.5 each inc p&p. Fro• lain Johnstone, 41 

Langley Road, Bramley, Leeds 13, Vest Yorkshire. 
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THE FT.YTNG CROSS AFFAIR 

A SECQID WOK 

Robert lloore 

The • flying cross' affair was one of the lllOSt highly publicised 'UFO' 

sightings ever to occur in Britain . The incident marked the beginning of the 

1967 British UFO wave. But is this sighting truly inexplicable? This 'ticle 

attempts to answer this question. 

On Tuesday, October 24th 1967, two policeDen <Villey & Yaycott> were driving 

fro11 Holsworthy to llatherleigh, devon on the A3072. At around 03:10 hrs GXT, 

when they were about 2 Diles frolll Bolsworthy, a strange light was observed in 

the sky. The light looked 'star-like' or 'star-spangled' <like a light seen 

through we~ glass). It was said to be very bright (but dillllll9r than the sun or 

JllOon>, and slightly smaller than the 110on in angular size. The light seeued to 

be about 400 yards away from the witnesses and located in the east <or at about 

110 AziiiUth>, when it was initially observed. A short while after the witnesses 

had first observed the light they started to pursue it. As they did so the light 

seemed deliberately to keep its distance from its pursuers, increasing speed 

when the police increased theirs. The object was lost near a garage eastwards of 

Jarracot Cross, the light apparently 'accelerating' away from the witnesses when 

it was apparently over Black Torrington. The light was seen again when the 

police.an were driving back towards Uatherleigh. This time however ·the light wns 

only interlllitently visible, for it was occasionally obscured by trees. Yheo the 

policeDen reached Bassets Cross they stopped their car and left in an attempt to 

find additional witnesses. They found a Xr Garner, who was resting in his 

Landrover. On the insistence of the police~~en he le.ft his vehicle and ob6erved 

whAt he described as • a collection of pulsating lights•, which then semed to 

forlll into a cross and then to move away from the observers. The sighting calle to 

an end at around 04: OO_!lrs GXT. The objects final location was due east <090 

llziDaJth). Its altitude seelled to have varied from about 5 to 60 degrees above 

the horizon, throughout th.e incident. 

This sighting has appeared in many books and magazines, such as: UFO: Flying 

Saucers Over Britain, UFO's: The Greatest Mystery and that classic of 

kindergarden Ufology: All About UFO' s. In all of these books the sighting is 

presented as an unexplained UFO incident! For example we read in OFO' s; The 

Greatest Xystery; "~>tte~ts to prove (that tbe sJgbting ~s) the planet Venus or 

an airborne refuelling exercise Mere si~ly not acceptable ~ben set besides the 

reported testi;.,ny. • However an explanation C<aD... be proposed that 1Ji co•patable 
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with the witnesses tes·ti110ny. Indeed, it is an explanation that was proposed 

soon after the details of this Incident was disseminated by the media. 

The Plymouth AstronoDdcal Society <PAS> concluded after conducting an on

site investigation of this event, that the object was in fact the planets Venus 

and Jupiter, plus parallax and additional cowplications due to the local 

.eteorological conditions (it was said to have been frosty and the sky 

intermittently overcast, the stars and 1100n were occassionaly visible through 

breaks in cloud cover>. This theory ..as disDdssed it sellS because of the 

testiDOny of another witness to the another sighting, which occurred a day ~ 

the • flying cross' report, who stated that the object he saw was below ground 

level! However as you will see, the hypothesis propsed by the PAS ~valid. 

Using the SKYCALC astronolllical COIIPuter progrllll the appro:dmate spacial 

locations of the planetary bodies visible thAt night were deduced: 

~mical Data 

Date: 24th October 1967 

On the above date Venus was aagnitude -4.6. and Jupiter was magnitude -1.7 . 

Venus at 03:10 GXT: Altitude 4. above horizon. Azimuth: 087 (east> 

Venus at 04:00 GXT: Altitude 12. above horizon. Azimuth 096 (east> 

Jupiter at 03:10 GXT: Altitude: 17 above horizon. Azimuth 092 <east> 

Jupiter at 04:00 GXT: Altitude: 25 above horizon. Azimuth 102 <east> 

The • flying cross' was located approximately at 110 Azi11uth when f..1I:at. seen 

<east> and • due east' when l.A51. Altitude varied from 5 to 60 throughout 

sighting. 

As can be seen from the above, Venus and Jupiter ~ located in the -

portion of the sky as the ' flying cross'. One also notes that the brilliance of 

Venus on this date made it the brightest astronomical object in the sky, barring 

the Sun or !loon. Therefore one can propose the following explaDB.tion for this 

observation: 

The policeDen observe brilliant Venus whilst in their patrol car. After a 

few moments of thought they decide to pursue it. Due to the planets great 

brilliance, the observers belief that Venus is only 400 yards away fro• them! 

This is due to the well kno'lfll illusion of eye witnessees equating excessive 

brightness with close prodDdty <which is true for car head laDpG but not for 

astronomical objects!>. The changes in speed and direction in their fast moving 

car gives the planet the illusion of increasing momentulll <apparently in response 

to acceleration), and chAnges in direction. As this illusion of JllOVeJilent is 
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centered on the vehicle it gives the impression of an object trailing or pacing 

the car. The occasional gaps in the cloud cover allows one of the planets to be 

visible whilst vailing another. As Venus and Jupiter are both large, white and 

bright it caused one to be occasionaly confused with the other. This 

atsperception was doubtless aided by their close proxiaity to each pther in the 

sky. Because one was at a higher elevation that the other the witnesses came to 

believe that the object was changing altitude as clouds covered one body and 

revealed another. When the clouds covered both the object was taken as either 

disappear! ng pr suddenly 'accelerating' away from the observers. In the last 

stage of the observation when the observers were at Bassets Cross, bc:t..h. venus 

and Jupiter ~re vis.ible at the same the! Thus they saw a 'collection' or 'two' 

lights. They ~y have been 'pulsating' because of minor atmospheric instability 

(basically •waves' in the atmosphere, caused by turbulence>. As clouds start to 

DOve over the planets it gi vee the observer the impression of the objects 

• fusing' together, or forming into a cross. Perhaps then the cloud JDOves near 

but not over the still visible plunet giving it the appearance of oovement. as 

cloud covers the remaining planet the objet is believed to have ' !lOved away' 

from the witness. the • star-spangled • appearance of the light could have been 

due to the planet<s> being viewed through the windows of the patrol car as well 

as being due to the human eyeball which sees star-like bodies as a point source 

radiating rays , beaDs and spikes from its centre <thgus the object looked 

siailar when viewde from both inside and outside the patrol car). 

Given the comprehensive and wide-ranging scope of this explanation, it seems 

probable that the famous flying cross sighting is explicable os a co11bined 

aisperception of two bright planets. It is hard today to see why the PAS 

explanation was rejected by the UFO movement when it wus originally proposed. 

This· may have been due to the i11lllllture state of the subject at the the or 

perhaps because of the other cross-like UFO's reported at the time. If the above 

explanation is accepted as valid , what then becomes of the other 'flying 

crosses', such as the classic loigne I>owns sighting, which involved the daylight 

sighting of an apparently structured cross-shaped object, which seelllS to have nn 

astronomical explanation. Could these reports be explicable as some kind of 

psychological projection phenomena, which uses conte11porary UFO imagery as a 

basis for its appearance? Jo one can an~r this question at the present time 

but what we can do is accept that the Hatherleigh 'flying cross' bas a rational 

explanation, and cease to use this sighting as a • classic' exa11ple of UFO 

phenomena, It is clearly nothing of the kind. 

ffft+tUftftHftftftftttttfttHtD+Htttft+ttHt8ftfl8ftftftfftt4tttttOtttt4ttfttttttfttttttttt+ttt80ftftt+ftffUftf.tf)HUttf•ttttttUUUHHUft8HiiU 
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LETTERS PAGE 

Its about time we had a letters page in UFO BRIGA!fTIA so here • s a couple to get 

the ball rolling, please send letters for publication, on any aspect of 

BRIGAKTIA's content or Otology in general, to the editorial address. These two 

are prefaced by some information to put them in context- if the letters poge 

takes off, and only reoder apathy will prevent that, prefocing will be 

unnecessary. All letters submitted will be printed eventually subject to space 

restrictions per issue. Controversy is especially welcome, don ' t be afraid to 

speak your mind. Letters will in future be printed uncut and unedited. 

This letter is an extract from a lonser one wlJich forJDS part of an on-soinl! 

correspondence between myself and Joel Biroco on a wide ransinlJ list of topics. 

Jeol has had several hi!Jh strangeness UFO related encounters and hiJS stronl! 

views on the subject. Joel also edits iJnd publishes tlJe excellent and ahead of 

its time (even ahead of Joel's time!> journal CHAOS, I!IVailable from him iJt BCX 

UTOPIA, LONDON, VClN 3XX for ~1:25 inc. 

lJFOI.OGy IN CHAOS? 

Dear Agg 

... ..... I too think the Earthlights idea is a good one, at first I thought it a 

great pity that there could be a reasonable explanation for Earth UFO' s but 

after my own UFO experiences it was the only book around which helped me regain 

some sense of balance. am now of the view that the UFO phenomenon is 

essentially a mind-phenomena, although I don't believe that this rules out the 

possibility of an intelligence outside of ourselves interacting with our minds. 

After all, even if it is an unknown portion of our s ubconsci ousness producing 

the experience this still puts it heavily in the extraterrestrial bracket, after 

oll, how much do we know about this area, and I know there are some pretty weird 

landscapes locked up inside 'my' mind. So I think you jump the gun slightly to 

suppose that 'we' originate the phenomena from •our' minds. Maybe, but what's to 

stop us originating from our own minds REAL ALIEf BEINGS who manifest themselves 

as essentially separate from us, and therefore ARE existing separately. It • s a 

question of belief, and what you believe can be true, all the more reason for 

deciding what you ~to believe. I think a lot of Ufologists are no more than 

glorified stamp collectors , there is a great deal of sterility of thought in the 

UFO f ield, why on earth should this be, Hynek bas a lot to answer f or with all 

his bloody pigeonholes. And suspect many Ufologists are a sad breed, 

investigating things which are at best trivial and turning their noses up at the 
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wonderful and fertile ground the subject opens up for conspi racy theories. There 

is a distinct lack of allure to it, if the subject were approached with an 

occult outlook then it would be a paradise as the Ufologists would come to 

realise that i ts fuck all use just going around interviewing people who bave 

seen LITS when they themselves possess as much 1ntu1tion/wisdom/on-the- ballness 

as a squashed hedgehog in the gutter. Its like sending out a police cadet to 

investigate a multiple murder with masonic overtones. Consequently Ufology 

s uffers as a subject because so many Ufologists are wet behind the ears, all the 

really serious work is being done by occultists , but 'occult' = 'hidden' so the 

surface of Ufology is schoolboy- with-his-first-magnifying-glass. C'mon, lets 

stop beating around the bush and holding back and start telling it stra ight, 

unless someone does the subject wi ll <already has) stagnate. The people with any 

sense steer well clear of Ufologis t s and find their answers in the occult . !io 

wonder Ufology has to rub along on all this dull dull LITS stuff, contactees are 

now, if Ufologists had suffiecient intelligence to appreciate the signs, are 

goi ng U!IDERGROU ND, and r can tell you from my own work, the re are a lar ge number 

of us and it is our intention to starve Ufology of its much needed a llure in 

order to force it to change, or die, or become increasingly irrelevant. 

Joel Biroco, London. 

CBACQE! 

Vri tten in res ponse to VYUFORG ' s chal lenge to CONTACT after they accepted YUFOS' 

evidence on Cracoe at face value. 

Dear Sir, 

Referring back to Cracoe we have made a private visit on March 29th to 

the area, and after a bit of a struggle found the correct viewing position from 

your photograph. Lo and behold - there it was exactly as in both sets of 

pictures <VYUFORG ' s and YUFOS'. Ed. )- the Cracoe phenomenon! When the sun shone 

brightly it really did look like a UFO but only when viewed through binoculars. 

To the naked eye it looked just like a patch of snow on the fell. Our full 

report and ideas are being printed in the next magazine, which I will forward 

soon. 

Geoff Ambler, Wheatley. <Contact International> 

DE T E CT IVE OR SUBJ ECTIVE? 

Ian S Cresswell 

Can the experiences of the close encounter percipients give us some 

indication as t o the nature of the phenomenon involved? Is i t possible to take 

it at face value and assume that it is just what it appears to be, physical and 

object ! ve encounters with metallic craft and their occupants, or could it be 

that t hese manifestations are of a very different order? In other writings of 

mine . I have tried to showcase the many inconsi stancies, distortions and 

discrepancies that come to light when we look closer at the close encounter 

experiences, all of which seem to make 11 ttle sense if we were really dealing 

with an external, physical phenomenon. 

Some of these incidents seem to be almost dream like in thei r appearance and 

contents and appear to be more simi lar to dream states than to objective events. 

Take as an example the case of an 

apparent physical object suddenly 

appear! ng from nowhere in a flash of 

light and then vanishing in the very 

s11me manner and in between taking the 

seemingly phys ical form of a n objecti ve 

aerial vehicle. Maybe the occupants will 

just emerge through the sides of the 

craft and walk towards the percipients 

over ground which is wet and muddy and 

yet leave no trace of their presence. 

They will tel l the witness a story about 

thei r origin and purpose of visit which 

just won't make any sense when looked at 

objectively. 

The occupants almost seem to be taking part in a play, the script of which 

they don't seem very s ure about. The more one studies these reports the more 

they seem to be of a non-object ive nature, and yet these experiences are genuine 

and the witnesses are tell ing the truth as far as they understand it, but from a 

short look at these cases their nature does appear to be other than objective. 

What are the other indications that come out of the close encounter experiences 

that suggest that their origin might well be subjective? 
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(1) Many of the close encounter cases occur in isolation from other people when 

the level of sensory background is lower than it would be if there were other 

people present. 

<2> A large number of these incidents occur during the hours of darkness or just 

before or after this time. 

<3> The experiences frequently occur when the witnesses are driving or doing 

something fairly automatically. 

(4) Many of these experiences ·involve children or young people, or individuals 

from a mainly rural location. 

<5> Man~ of the close encounter cases of the fourth kind have come to light as 

the result of regression <hypnosis) or from dreams that they have only 

relll9mbered in part. 

There does appear to be a pattern here, but what are we to make of it? Vben 

we look at the first point that I have . made it does appear that a general 

lowering of the sensory barrier with the resultant drop of sensory data is a 

very necessary first step in order to allow the flow of autonomous 

manifestations from a different level of the human psyche to filter through into 

consciousness. It is the barriers of consciousness that have to be first 

breached before these unconscious contents can flow into our minds. 

A good number of close encounter cas es of the third and fourth kinds occur 

during the hours of darkness or just before or after. Thi s is linked to what I 

said regarding the first point I have made. With the onset of darkness a number 

of physiological and psychological changes t ake place ln the human be! ng. Iii th 

the physiological letting go or scaling down of biological functions and 

processes and the resulting condition of a more easy, relaxed level of consc i ous 

func~ioning this makes a far more conducive state in which it is more likely the 

percipients psychic level of functioning will change from that of ego~ 

consciousness to that of the unconscious. There seems to be good evidence for 

this which can be gathered from the fields of dream research, analytical 

psychology, biology and psychiatric medicine. It is during this period of t ime 

that the conscious part of the human ps yche is dominated by the contents of the 

unconscious and out of which a new reality is formed. 

The third point brings up another commonly reported as pec t of the ni ght- t ime 

close encounters. Many of these cases occur while the witness is driving, ofte n 

on a lonely deserted stretch of road, when external stimulus is so reduced that 

the process of driving becomes nearly automatic. An object will suddenly appear 

in a flash of light and land on or near to the road, sometimes apparent 

elec,tromagnetic affects will occur at this point in the encounter. The car will 
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s top dead with the engine and the lights 

out of action. Then the occupants will 

emerge from the object and approach the 

witness, perhaps communicate some type 

of message or warning and then return to 

their craft, which at that point 

instantly disappears at the same time as 

the car returns to normal. 

The incident is dream-like. It gives 

the 1 mpression of coming from another 

order of reality, a level that bas 

different rules about time, causation 

and t hree dimensional functioning. It is 

here where the great probl em of trying 

to understand the real nature of the UFO 

close encounter is at its most thorny. 

On the surface we have an apparent physical object landi ng and causing an 

apparent physical effect, and yet some of the contents of t he encounter itself, 

1. e. its s trangeness, its inconsistent and distorted elements, seem to nega t e 

the reality of the whole incident. The crux of the matter is that what the 

perci pients have experienced is real and is a real.ity. Generally the witnesses 

t o these events are sincere and hoaxes are not that common. They tell their 

s tories in the best way they can, and what they relate is what they believe to 

have occurred as far as they can understand it. 

The type of witness involved in some of these experiences is interesting, 

wi t h a good number of cases involving children and young people. 

Is this just coincidental or is it just another indication of subjective 

! ac tors at work? If we can postulate that the UFO phenomenon i s not fully an 

objective series of events and that it is mostly subject! ve in its _ nature and 

t hat it does possibly require a lessening of consciousness, like those who are 

c loser to the unconscious, such as young people and especially children, in as 

much as their still developing ego- consciousness bas only just emerged from i t s 

unconscious birth place. 

Young people and children are more likely than adults to experience freed 

contents of the unconscious that arise s pontaneously outside of the conscious 

will of the individual. These tend to merge into objective reality and often are 

not told apart from it by these young people. The dream life of children is 
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really very rich in its images and general content, and this shows the 

developing trend of the psyche. 

Any phenomenon that originated within the unconscious part of the psyche 

would have to make its presence felt when the barriers of ego-consciousness were 

relaxed and in children and young people this occurs more easily. 

Another interesting point regarding the percipients of the CE 3/4 reports is 

the number that are of a rural origin. A factor that came to light during the 

French wave of 1954, in which the majority of cases occurred in or near to small 

villages. Country people tend to be closer to nature and in this way closer to 

the unconscious, which is just as much nature as the outside world. They live a 

very much uncomplicated and non-intellectual life than do town dwellers. 

Their main psychological function tends to be emotional r ather than 

intellectual, with intuition playing a larger part than reasoning. Additional 

factors that influence rural people more than town dwellers are such things as 

local tradition,, fairy lore, myths and rumour . The threshold between 

consciousness and unconsciousness in these percipients is far more likely to be 

breached by subjective material than in city dwellers. 

Another interesting indication of subjective influence concerns those close 

encounter cases which have come to light after the percipients have sought 

professional help of one type or another, and as the result of this have 

undergone regresssional therapy, from which has manifested a strange and bizarre 

story. In many of these cases the witness can only remember a part of the 

encounter and nothing more, and so considers this to be the sum total of the 

experience. Often there is a loss of time involved in this incident which cannot 

be easily explained. Over the course of time the percipient keeps having strange 

and odd dreams in which the remembered event is reioacted with additional 

material added to it. This material often being of a very fragmentary and 

distorted nature. A series of these dreams often occurs with a very unsettling 

effect on the witness. Also occasionally the percipient experiences conscious 

flashes of the hidden event which break through the barriers of consciousness 

and leaves the witness disturbed and perplexed. Sometimes physical symptoms 

occur such as severe headaches, nervous complaints, irri tations of the ski n, eye 

troubles of type or another, insomnia and other problems. 

If we we are to postulate that the origins of the close encounter experience 

are to found 1 n the unconscious a nd that these experiences are a series of 

subjective images whih have become superimposed upon objective reality, then the 

material that comes through whilst under regression should be of the same type 

as that which is consciously reported in other close encou nter reports. This is 
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especially important with cases that are at first only of a lightweight nature, 

such as a light in the sky coming closer to the witness and then seeming to go 

away again, which may only develop into somethi og more through the result of 

strange dream images and through regression. 

It is to dream states and other unusual psychic states that we have, so it 

seems, to turn, in order to perhaps learn some ideas on the nature of the close 

encounter. It is not only in the fields of psychology and psychoanalysis that 

dreams and their contents have proved to be of such vital importance in trying 

to understand the nature, structure and functioning of the psyche and its 

disturbances. It is starting to look like it just might be the golden key which 

could unlock the door to the mystery of the UFO phenomenon, and yet how 

many Ufologists are looking 

enough? The parallels 

state and that of the close 

close Indeed. The manner In 

Images function and behave i s 

out of the mixture of contents 

and unconscious parts of the 

feel that the c l ose encounters are 

the unconscious seriously 

the images of the dream 

encounter state are very 

which both stes of 

also very similar. It is 

from both the conscious 

our dreams are formed. I 

similarly formed but with more 

emphasis being placed on subjective imagery that has never been conscious. 

Dreams are, psychologically speaking, hallucinations, but they are not 

pathological in the sense that we all dream and we are not all psychotic. In 

psychosis it is true that the cause of much of the odd behaviour and ideas is 

due to subjective imagery, ideas and voices which the psychotic has no control 

over. Their origin resides in the unconscious part of the psyche and they take 

the form of either unconscious material that has been part of the conscious mind 

at some time or other, or else of (and this is often the case> material that has 

never been a part of conscious functioning and consciouness. 

Kuch of this material is archetypical in nature and if images of this nature 

flood Into the conscious part of the mind and take over, this can lead to an 

inflation of the ego with very serious results. This is a state very similar to 

possession. 

· Vbat happens during the close encounter experience is the mani festation of 

imagery from another level of psychic functioning which overpowers the barriers 

of consciousness, cutting out sensory data (or greatly reducing the level) and 

replacing it with a new reality: a subj ective reality that bas replaced 

objective reality and superimposed itself over it. The percipient still regards 

the subjective images as being the resuit of objective sensory information and 
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understands the experience along the lines of an objective event. Although the 

images perceived are subjective in their nature, the witness can only regard 

them on an objective level because they have become a reality, the only one 

perceived by him at that time. It makes little difference that they are not 

objective. 

In our night-time journeys of the mind we can see a similar process taking 

place. Ill th the onset of sleep and the resulting cut do'Wll of all sensory date 

<although information coming froM the senses never cases totally> the so called 

world of objective reality fades to be replaced by a different world of relity; 

subjective reality. A reality that is no less real because it is solely formed 

by subjective images of either a personal or collective unconscious nature. 

During the dream state the dreamer lives a full life in a world with other 

people, doing things he would do in objective reality and more. Usually the 

dreamer does not realise that what be is experiencing in the dream state is not 

objectively real but is a subjective dream state. It is a total reality to bim 

and only ceases to become so when the dreamer finally wakes up and finds himself 

in the wold of objectivity once again. 

The dream state is another manifestation of psychic functioning and lasts 

relatively speaking <by this I mean from the standpoint of the deamer who 

measures the length of the series of dream images to take the full length of the 

dream, and not the medical theory based on REX flndngs whic h seem to indicate 

that the actual length of time in which dreaming occurs is not the full length 

of time one is asleep) the entire length of our nightly stay in dream reality. 

Tbe imagery in the dream state differs 1D one respect from that of the 

psychic imagery in the conscious state in tbe SQnse that it is not always 

logic~l, either in its manifestation or in the way it behaves. The amount of 

distortion, oddness, strangeness and bizarreness that one experiences while 

dreaming and the grouping together of a number of seperate images into one 

single condensed image are principally features of unconscious psychic 

functioning rather than that of the state of ego consciousness. 

This is because the unconscious contents are not stored or produced in any 

sort of preferred chronological or sequential order. There is in the unconscious 

no past, present or future, because all is the same: the unconscious is 

timeless. It does not work along purely logical lines but rather makes use of 

symbolism, intuition and irrationnlsim. 

Turning back now to close encounter reports we note bow so often there are 

many features and aspects that the percipients tell us about that don't add up 

or make any sort of logical sense when looked at closely. Indeed these 
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experiences are full of contradictions and distortions, rapid scene changing and 

imagery condensing. lot unnaturally these discrepancies have worried Ufologists 

a great deal and have produced some very unusual theories to try to explain 

tbeir difficulties. Such as alien technology being so far ahead of our 

understanding that it may well appear to be illogical an~ magic-like, or perhaps 

the aliens themselves are inducing an hallucinatory effect in order to bide the 

real nature of the phenomenon. Could it not just be that the contradictions, 

distortions and genera l strangeness of these encounters are due to two main 

factors. One: the different psychic level of subjective imagery, ie the images 

are unconscious contents that have become manifested into objective reality and 

are so accepted by consciousness and that they .maninly take on the form of 

s ymbolism often of an archytypal nature. Two: Perhaps most importantly, we don't 

make logical sense out of them because we have misinterpreted the real nature of 

these experiences and as a result we don't understand their possible meaning or 

motive. 

A number of other considerations appear to be indications of the real nature 

of the close encounters and of the UFO phenomenon in a wider sense. The large 

number oi close encounter reports from every region of the world, from every 

soc ial group, culture and creed seems to negate the theory of extraterrestrial 

Involvement. There are just too many cases for this theory to be true, because 

i f it was to be proved so then we must be living in a cosmic zoo and that we are 

t he main exhibits judging by the large number of apparent aliens that are 

s warming all over our world. The only real alternative here would be to assume 

that all of tbese people wbo are reporting these incidents are the victims of a 

new and very serious world- wide psychosis. But there are no grounds for this 

theory any more than there is for the pure ETH. 

Could the world-wide incidence of the UFO phenomenon be possibly explained 

by rumour and socially held belief? Again th~ answer would appear to be 

negative, for although rumour does play a part in the incidence of reports 

during flap periods, especially after press attention, rumour alone can't 

explain away the UFO phenomenon. If we look briefly at how a rumour is started: 

Shall we say as an example that such and such a person is going to marry someone 

well known. The story soon spreads quickly via word of mouth with extra titbits 

of information being added to it to make the story seem more genuine. More and 

more people are told of it and they further spread it on until it may even reach 

tbe attention of the local press. Finally the people themselves who are at the 

heart of the rumour step forward to deny that there is any truth to the rumour 

and that it is totally incorrect. For a short while still the rumour will hold 
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out against the reality of the situation, but before very long the truth of the 

matter will gain the upper hand and, providing there are no further fueling of 

the fires of rumour, the incident will die a quiet death. 

This is the usual run through of the vast majority of rumours, the largest 

number of which are no more than a seven day wonder, quickly started, spreading 

rapidly, holding and then becoming less believed in until after a couple of 

weeks or. a month at the most the whole thing dies away. The reason why the 

rumour just dies away is because it is not self-perpetuating. Occasionally there 

are rumours which collect! vely are believed to be true for longer periods of 

time but u.sually special circumstances are required for them to exist for so 

long. So!De 1 ndi vi duals may even believe a rumour all of tbelr 11 ves <such as 

those people who still beleive that the Angel of Xons was a real event and that 

the Russian Army on its way to the front in Wl was seen passing through 

countless railway stations in Great Britain, knocking the snow of its boots) but 

it is rare indeed for any large collective body of people to still hold a rumour 

to be true for long periods of time after it bas been shown to be incorrect and 

wben no material is being further added to it. 

No evidence exists that the UFO phenomenon is like this process of rumour. 

The UFO phenomenon has not died away, certainly it has had its periods of high 

and low activity but the stimulus that keeps it operating bas remained constant. 

The phenomenon appears to be self-perpetuating, not relying on rumour for its 

continuation. 
What about socially held belief systems being the cause of the world wide 

i id t ? Although at first glance this avenue of spread of close encounter nc en s 
thought JffiJ.Y seem more promising, when reviewed more close! y this possibility 

seems less likely. Again, one needs, as in rumour, a ground foundation for the 

belief · system to build up on and to be constantly fueled by subsequently other 

series of ideas, concepts and rumours on the subject of space-craft, entities 

and thei JDission to Earth. The subject of UFO's is not on every ones lips, 

11 d •t t lk great deal about close encounters. It is not the people genera y on a a 
type of conversation one would have down at the local or at the shops. 

It may well be romantic and in some ways desired by cretain members of the 

general public that aliens from other worlds exist, but the UFO phenomenon can 

not be said to be the result of a man-held belief system combined with the 

direct result of a wish fulfilment. People do not imagine close encounter 

incidents into occurring no matter how much they may like thelll to happen. If 

this was the case then Ufologists should be able to experience these incidents 

more or less at will because they at least should have a will and a belief to 
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make these exper iences occur. But this is not the case. It does appear that the 

UFO phenomenon operates independantly of the human will and that witnesses do 

not have any choice in the matter because things just occur spontaneously. 

There are a number of other interesting states of unusual psychic functioning 

t ha t s eem to throw a shaft of light upon the problelll of. the real nature of the 

UFO phenomeon. The first two of which can be classed together for convenience: 

these being the states of hypnogogoc and hypnopompic fu nctioning. 

The former is the perception of dream images before falling asleep; the 

l a t ter the perception of such images upon awakening. Their origins and processes 

of manifestation are the same as for dream states. Although technically, in 

ps yc haitric terms regarded as being hallucinatory in nature, they are not 

p4thalogical but only natural, subjective images of one sort or another. These 

states may well be very similiar to the so called bedroom visitor type 

e xperience which occasionally occurs within the framework of the close encounter 

event. 

These are incidents in which the perci pient catches perhaps only a very 

s hort look at a very strange being or object or some almost vision- like 

experience which seems to melt away into the nothingness from which it had 

emer ged. Some ghost-like apparition may be a lso reported in the same manner and 

again occasionalfy these unusual beings seem to merge in with the type of 

e ntities in the close encounter cases. Are we dealing with two different types 

o f phenomenon, one being a purely natural psychic product i.e., dream images or 

s omething else which is making use of such imagery and perhaps adding other 

material to them.? 

Another highly interesting and unusual phenomenon which might hold some 

important insight for our subj ect is that of the waking dream. This takes the 

for m sometimes of just a single image, or occasionally a series which breaks 

t hrough the usual barriers of ego-consciousness, to appear in the form of visual 

1 mages that are superimposed on the environment wi tb no apparent difference at 

first being noticed. These states again are not pathalogical although 

hallucinatory in the sense that no objective stimulus is present. There are 

times when such imagery can wel l be pathalogical when they have occurred because 

of the taking of narcotics, alcohol or during periods of sleep deprivation. But 

they can also arise when a subjective image arises with enough associated 

emotion to drive it through the usual barriers of consciousness to manifest as 

an objective experience. These are usually the result of wish fulfilment. During 

the non-pathalogical manifestation of these images thers is no loss of self and 

no loss of contact with one's surroundings: Here again the process is the same 
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as for dream states and hypnogogic and hypnopompic states of psyschic 

functioning with the arising of unconscious contents whic h are manifested and 

superimposed upon objective reali ty with the percipient being unable to tell the 

two apart. 

The difference with the waking state and 

the hypnogogic and hypnopompic images 

being that the percipient is fully 

conscious with the former and semi with 

the latter. The waking dream states 

merge closely in with religous and 

111ystic type visions and revelations 

which have occured throughout man's 

history, and which cannot be said to be 

pathological. Although much of the 

contents of these visions can be of an 

unconscious nature they appear to be 

natural rather than pathological in nature. 

Vhat t hem does all of this indicate and what is the importance !or Ufology? 

In dreams we have a naturally created subjective reality , fully independent of 

the conscious will of the dreamer, a reallty that is made up of subj ective 

imagery and symbolism both of a collective and a personal nature, though most ly 

the former. During the state of dreaming the dreamer usually does not know that 

he or she is dreaming and that what is being perceived is not an objective 

happening. In both hypnogogic and hypnopompic states unconscious s ubjective 

imagery again over rides the semJ.-conscious state to again superimpos e imagery 

upon the objective state. 

In ·waking dream states religous and mystical visions unconscious contents 

flood into conscio~soess and superimpose tbeiiiSelves over objective perception 

with the result that the percipient can not tell whether they are subj ective or 

objective for be just regards them as being objective. It appears that the UFO 

phenomenon is a very similar phenomenon in that wha t the percipients are 

experiencing is not an objective, external phenomenon involving phys ical craft 

and stange alien beings of an extraterrestrial nature, but rather a subjective 

phenomenon that manifests itself through concsiousness via the use of unknown 

unconscious contents that are portaryed via subject! ve imagery and symbolism, 

which are then superimposed upon objective consciousness/reality and are 

indistinguishable from it. 
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Ther e does seem to be certain indications that a natural obective stimu l us 

ca n sometimes act as a trigger for the start of the objective imagery. Sometimes 

a bright l i ght source suc h as the moon or the star, or even a bright fi re-ball 

can act ivate a series of subjective imagery. In this way the external source 

a c ts like a hypnotic inducing technique, relaxing the hold of conscious ness by 

r educi ng the barriers to allow unconscious contents to flow into the conscious 

tra nce s tate so that the unconscious imagery and the original objective stimulus 

are seen to be the s ame, although there is no actual connecting link between 

tbe m. 

Vhat tberm are we dealing with in UFO close encounters? Is it a process that 

is a part of our own psychological makeup? Are we its unconscious creator or is 

Its origins not of our own making? Vba t ever, I am convinvced the UFO phenomenon 

i s the result of intelligence and also purposeful, moreover I don't think t he 

I nte lligence at the back of it is that of our own. Ye just can 't be sure what 

the nature of this intelligence is, and all that it seems safe to assume Is that 

whatever it is it uses the human mind, especially the collective unconscious, 

a nd the process of symbolism in order to manifest itself in consciousness. 

Purpose being displayed in the sense that the phenomenon seems to be creating 

belief systems for man, systems of belief which seem to set at odds what we 

t h i nk we know about obj ective reality , about our own na ture and perhaps about 

mys tical and religous questions. Perhaps the motive behind the intelligence's 

purposfuleness Is the increasi ng of conscious a wareness by presenting us wt tb 

baffling subjective imagery puzzles. In other words an intelligence test. 

Vbat Is this intelligence?: are we dealing with an extraterrestrial race, 

but described in psychological terms? Or is the nature of this inte lligence far 

more subtle and complex that we have as yet considered? Ye do not know. But we 

ca n speculate. Let us picture some intell igence that is in a state of greater 

~:~dvuncement than ourse lves , so much so that during its own past it bas gone 

t hrough similar stages of development to ones we have ye t to reach. In that case 

i t knows our future as well as our past, within certain limits. This 

intell igence may only exist at a level of psychic reality. It may not be 

physically r eal in any form that we could understand. Ybat 1f a race such as 

this wished to impart information to less advanced cultures (such as ourselves ), 

then perhaps the only way our hypothetical intelligence could do this would be 

by usi ng some form of consistent, but subjective stimulus and projecting this 

into our unconscious minds. From here a process of transformation takes place 

and stimulates our psyche into creating subjective images which are then stamped 

o nto the objective world. Vhat is the purpose of all this? It seems to be to 
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create belie'f systems within our human society. Perhaps this could be a form of 

educational programme? No doubt there will be those who will say that this line 

of thought is both exotic and mystical, and yet do we have any right to say that 

this line of thought is impossible. It would seem to be logical to anticipate 

that a highly advanced intelligence would appear to us as magic, dreams or 

visions. Conversely, it may well be that to truly comprehend this intelligence 

at all we must evolve beyond our current level of consciousness. 

Certainly this intelligence seems to be creating a belief system through 

scientific and technological imagery, which, although s ubj ective in its nature 

is regared by us as being a real technological phenomenon. This is because of 

the manner in which the phenomenon is projecting the images onto objective 

reality. Notice bow the images and belief systems associated with the UFO 

phenomenon have kept pace with our own level of scientific progress but that 

t hey never go that far beyond what we can und e rstand. Nothing that is really new 

or totally unknown bas come to us through this phenomenon. The phenomenon 

constantly updates itself but it does t his by making use of what is known to us. 

Perhaps the really important thing is not the cont ent s of t hese experiences but 

t he simple fact of the existence of this intelligence. It is like a bomi ng 

signal or flashing beacon that we have to decode. We seem to be dealing with an 

intelligence that can manafacture its own reality and manipulate ours. It makes 

us see exactly what it wants us to see, in order that we can comprehend the 

simple fact that its is here. 

These modern day technological visions are the lat est in a long line of 

metaphysical revelations that have been experience by man throughout his history 

on this planet. There apparent nature is no more accurate in representing their 

true status than any other. What does count is the message which underlies them. 

This 'seems to be the chosen method of collllliUnication by some highly evolved 

intelligen.ce. It '110.Y well be the only way that modern day man can understand it 

so it bas been ,_presented in this modern day form. Whatever the truth about the 

intelligence at work behind the UFO phenomenon, the outcome will most likley be 

of great importance for the human race. We may well be misleading ourselves 

somewhat if we always have to assume that the term alien should always mean 

extraterrestrial because there are indicati ons from wi t h i n the close encounter 

experiences that this intelligence is ver y closl e y connect ed with us. To look 

i nto the far reaches of the universe for this f abulous i ntel ligence may well be 

an act i n vain and could it not just be t hat we might have to look closer in 

order to find the home of this intelligence because it may well be here already 

within us? 
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DON'T HOLD YOUR BREATH ! : 

THE UFO 'EDUCATION ' PROGRAM 

The UFO Education Program Hypothesis <RPB> is currently in fashion amongst 

Ofologists it seems. Put simply the EPB states that the powers that be, having 

operated a col7er- up for years, are now subtly trying to alert the public at 

large to the existence of aliens, flying saucers et al. They are allegedly doing 

this by providing I!IJre and more informtion on the subject via Freedom of 

Information Act documents, discreet rumours and hints. This is going on hand in 

band with the on- gol ng de17eloplll(lnt of the UFO phenomenon itself wi tb its 

devlopment fro111 just visual sighUngs in the 1940's through ent i t y sightings to 

Cli4' s. The EPH is mentioned a few times in Jenny Randles new book, The UFO 

Conspi racy and it is hinted at there that even such filns as Speilberg's Close 

Encounters and ET were part of the liPH in an attempt to foster an i~~~age of 

benign alien contact. Kore recently, in the current issue of FOCUS, the jornal 

of t he O. S . Fair Vitness Proj ect this theory is taken further. Vil liam Moore, 

fa mous for h i s work on crash/retrlel7nls h i nts at the fact that there may s oon be 

a 'major release of information on UFO' s '. It is apparent l y i mminent and will 

come through Xoore and a ' major news source ' . Xoore cannot say more about it at 

this time and also says tbnt it may be ' unsuccesful'. 

Those are Just a few of the current sources of the EPH. i o doubt there will 

be many more and it looks as though, along with cover-ups <the EPB's '=other'), 

the EPH destined to be this years thing, especially amongst ADerican Ufologists. 

Looking at the available el7idence though there is no substance in fact, or even 

very liUch in fiction, for this ruJDOur. If we· are being prepared for benign or 

frie ndly aliens then someone has been Iibbing, to put it mildly. The aliens 

described in many abduction accounts <whether or not they actually come from 

e xtraterrestrial sources or not> often are not exactly friendly and many 

Ofologists have claimed they have plans for world dollination ... or worse!. lfot 

exactly benign. 

Why the EPH then? It could be and 1 t has been suggested that, Ufologists , 

having put the idea of the existence of aliens in the hands of governDents via 

the cras hed saucer myth and the allegations of cover up, see the nert step is 

for t he government to release this infor~~~ation to ertricate themselves from the 

situation . Xaybe, but the whole thing is just n bit ' new nge-ish', the 

a nnouncement of the existence of aliens being akin to t he new a gers • golden age 

round the corner'. As usual "i th this kind of thing it cannot ever be proven 

false , onl y true, and when this 'truth' never arrives explanations nre found to 
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account for 1 t, explanations built into the theory such as 'back to the cover

up' or 'the tilllll WBsn' t ready' etc. Ufology appears to be constantly on the 

verge of 'the breakthrough' <whether of exposure of cover-ups or alien landings 

in public>, look through UFO ~gazines for any year for proof of this, but it 

never happens, the breakthrough never coJDes- why is the education program any 

different? 

UflfJHf.JftftUfHtftUOUUflUOttttftftftUfUHtfHffttJftftf:tftftftftfttlftfif)fttlffiHtfHHHtOftftftftfHtttfUffHJftUHHftftftftftffUftftHHH 

LATE REVIEY 

The H1Jlif11x Sl11sher: An UrtNJn Terror in the north of Engl11nd. By lUcbael Goss. 

56 pages, photographs. L2:50 from Fortean TiDes: 96 Xansfield Road, London JV3 

2!IX. 

Ybat bas the Bali:fax Slasher <who?> and/or urban terrors got to do witb 

11FO' s. Answer: Lots. In this well-produced booklet lUchael Goss takes 11 long 

look: at n very peculiar phenomenon. During late 1938 the Yorkshire nrlll town of 

Halifax was gripped by a panic. A slasher was on the loose. Xany men and women 

claimed that a mysterious man was leaping out of the shadows and slashing them 

wi tb a razor. They bad the cuts to prove it in both clothing and flesh. They 

could describe hilll well, even do~m to his shiny buckles and colour of car. Tho 

razor blades be used were found at the scene of the crime. The pollee were 

baffled and local vigilante groups took to the street in the hope of catching 

him. Jo luck. Xore people saw the slasher and were slashed. The newspapers were 

full of it and speculation was rife. Eventually Scotland Yard was called in and 

a very strange discovery was lll!lde. There was no slasher. Jo slasher? But what 

about the cut flesh, the descriptions, the panic, the headlines? It turned out 

that . all the 'slashers' victiiiB bad inflicted these injuries on tbelll68lves. 

Slashed themselves with razors and drawn blood. Xany were taken to court and 

fined but no good explanation could be given as to exactly m they bad done 

this to theDGClves and then lied about having seen the <non- existent) 

perpetrator. Goss goes into this scenario with gusto and dwells at length on the 

nature of flaps in general and why this one occured in particular. The 

developJDent of the HAlifnx Slasher flap nrlrrors JDany UFO flaps and should bo 

read by all Ufologists wbo have an interest in the social implications of rumour 

and the spread of panics. If people are prepared to cut thei!ISel ves and report 

this to the police and press what arn' t they prepared to do? Buy it and be 

amazed . 

fHJHUUUOHOUUfHHtUf.HfHt0f)fHtUUUOfHHtfffHtltff4HHHlUIHHtUOfHHtfHHtftfHHtf)tHHtt-tHUUUfHHtUUHOUUUUUUUUft 
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THE SIRAIGE E!ICOUURR OF Illlj BRAZII.IAif FARXER 

lain Jphnston 

Brazil !s a country that has ad more than its fair share of legends, from 

the mystic, time veiled legends of the Indians to the present day. The most 

recent and remarkable being the true life Cll4 encounter of farmer Antonio Villas 

Boas. 

The Brazilians are a small, hardy and independent people, a combination of 

Amerindians and the descendants of the Portugese mariners and explorers who 

first opened up this vast mysterious country. Antonio Villas Boas is a typical 

example of these remote hybrid inhabitants. Part Indian and part Iberian, 

working on the land his forefathers had worked for untold generations. 

The farm of the Boas brothers lies near the sDall town of Sao Francisco De 

Sales in the province of Xinas Gerais. Antonio's strange adventure began on the 

night of 5th October 1957. The two brothers were nbou·t to retire for the night 

after a bard day !n the fields when both brothers were startled by the presence 

of an unidentifiable Ught ln the farmyard beneath their bedroom window. As they 

watched the light roved up onto the roof , where both occupants could view it 

through the loosely slated roof typical of many South American farmhouses. Then 

It abrubtly vanished. But this was only tho begining. 

The second stage began on the 14th of October at 9:30 pm. Hight had already 

fall en and Antonio was alone outdoors, ploughing by the light of his tractor 

headl8llps. His brother joined him and they were aJDaZed to see a round dazzling 

light at the other end of the field, about a hundred yards away. Antonio bravely 

went for a closer look. The light danced away from him two or three ti.as as he 

attempted to get closer to it, then it vanished completely. These two incidents 

were but the prelude that was t o herald the third and IDOSt bizarre of the events 

in this strangest of UFO cases. 

On the following evening Antonio, this time completely alone, was continuing 

his ploughing operation when at about 1 an a red star like object was glimpsed 

coming down at the other end of tbe field. 

Be was transfixed by wonder as the light metamorphosed into a large, 

luminous egg shnped craft. This hovered over the tractor, bathing the field in 

an unearthly glare . Antonio tried to flee in his tractor, noticing as be did so 

that the strange craft had a distinct rim adorned with purple lights, with one 

huge searchlight object producing the glaring effect. The craft landed fifteen 

yards in front of his tractor. A rounded turret on top was revel ving. As 1 t 

grounded three articulated legs shot out to support the landing. It was then 
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that the engine on the tractor cut out. Antonio s pring from the cab and started 

to flee acr oss the rutted gound. lie had run but a short distance when his arm 

wns siezed i n a strong grip from behind. 

Tur ning , he saw a small helneted alien craeture reaching t o t he height of 

his shoul ders . He bit out blindly at the creature, knocking it to the ground. 

Three other cr eatures siDdlar to the first grappled with him despite his valient 

efforts to beat the• off. lie was overpowered and bor ne toward the craft and an 

unknown fate. lie still continued to struggle and shout. As his captors attempted 

to force him into the ship Ant onio tried to resist further by grabbing ono of 

the band- rails but this proved i n vain. He next found hiiiiSe.lf i nside a cabin 

with metal lic bulkheads, illuDdnated by small la~. 

Antonio noticed that there were now five of the 

small entities and he was now e scorted into a larger 

oval cabin with a ~tal support running fran ground 

to ceiling. A table and o fe w swivel chairs 

co~rised the rooms fitting. The aliens conversed in 

a series of barks and yelps which startl ed Antonio. 

Antonio continued to struggle as he was dives ted 

of his clothing and it is worthy of note that 

although the strangers used force, at no time was he 

injured. 'lhen he was conpletely naked, the aliens 

t--:-.,-----------' rubbed hilll down with what appeared t o be a wet 
:Boas Sk"et>clv sponge. This was applied all over his s kin. It 
I 'i 58 appeared to be saturated with a clear liquid, quite 

thick, with no aroma. Antonio ' sskin did not becone oily during this process and 

the Brazilian was able to pick up a detailed 

obser~ation of his unearthly abductors. 

Each Ufonnut was attired in a uniforlll ~~~anner. 

This comprised of a sort of suit with n broad helmet 

reinfo.rced with strips of metal. Three tubes were 

attached to the garments. One ran down the back, in 

line with the spine, the other two curved under the 

arnpi ts. Boots, the soles of which were very thick, 

were attatched to the trouser legs. A breast plate at 

chest level reflected the light and was joined to a 

waist belt by a strip of netal. 

"IILLLas "&:.a3 Sl;:e;ch,., 
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De was led through into yet another cabi n with an 

ins cription abo9e the door. One of the beings then 

fas tened a sort of chalice adorned with blue tubes to 

his chin. Antonio was alarmed as a pulllping action filled the chalice with his 

blood. Vhen this operation was concluded he sat on a small bunk attached to the 

bulkhead. The five aliens left the cabin. J ext a series of tubes l ocated in the 

bulkhead sent forth a noxious grey vapour whi ch made him panic and vomit. Vhen 

this had disper sed a hatch in the bulkhead opened and a Slllall naked hu1110noid 

fe male a ppeared in the opening and approached him. She wos about 4' Q• in 

height, with white cent r e parted hair which r eacl1ed halfway down her neck, 

c urli ng i nwards. Elongated eyes, large and blue, a small straight nose , the face 

was wide at the top, ending in a very pointed chin. Sho had s mall rounded ears 

a nd very thin lips. It is interesting to note at this point that the description 

bears an uncanny resemblance to the elf wo!llen of Scandanavian and Celtic 

f olklore. Her breasts were high and seperated, hips wide , thighs large. Der body 

bnir was an unusual scarlet colour. She raised herself on tiptoe and rubbed her 

chin agai nst bis. They copul a ted. She appeared to be unused t o kissing but bit 

him gently on the chin and although she appeared inarticulate she distracted him 

by a repeated grunting. After the sexual act had r eached a climax she tired and 

would not repeat the action. The other beings then called her away. As she went 

s he pointed to her stomach and then to the sky. Antonio took this to uean that 

s he was r eturning to the stars to have their baby, but woul d r eturn again for 

b1m. 

Antonio was then ordered to get 

dressed and was shown around the craft, 

during which the he attelllJlted to steal 

a sJDall instruJDent but one of the aliens 

a ngrily foiled this attempt. After his 

tour he was taken back outside the ship. 

The catwalk retracted, the craft rose, 

the legs shot back into the main body, the cupola turned and the vis itor 

vanished swiftly upwards. 

Feeling very weak aft er his Edgar Rice Burroughs type romance, Antonio 

struggled homewards. It was 5 :30 am, the weird experience had lasted four hours. 

Once at home he slept t hrough until 4: 30 pill and awoke feeling completely 

refreshed. De slept again, very badly, and over the next few days had recurring 

nightmar es, re-living his experiences. 
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Yhen this case was first investigated it was deemed of such iuport that the 

contactee was lrnowu only by the intials A.V.B. to protect his identity. J. 

Xartins, a journalist and Dr Olavo Fontes investigated the case in a thorough 

:manner. It also reached the ears of Dr Vnlter Buhler and he began his own 

investigation. The case at later dates was published by Flying Saucer Review, 

Also making up part of Gordon Creighton's excellent book, The IJumanoids. Antonio 

was nedically examined by Dr Fontes who found two small scars on either side of 

the chin. Other unusual scars were discovered on his body and the conclusion was 

that he had been exposed to some for= of radiation. Senor ~artins was cleared to 

write about the case for the Brazilian press and the faroor was submitted to 

e:~C"tensive interrogation, bordering even on the thrid degree, but his strange 

tale could not be disproved. 

Observations & Conclusions_ 

It would appear that this case could be nothing 1110re than a CE4. The 

entities were obvious ly extraterrestrials. But the story appears inconsistent in 

:many aspects; the bu:manoids appeared to breath the same air as us and are abl!J 

to breed with human beings. the case raises some interesting questions. are we 

possibly derived from the salliE! stock? Also it would appear that for the purposes 

of their lllission it would have been easier to abduct a human female. Judging by 

the smallness of the hullllnoid it was probably deeiiCd wise to procure a hu11111o 

:male of small staure rnther than a six-footer. His blood was probably tested for 

impurities. Ye have here the classical Glllall humanoid entity. Besides being 

startlingly • elfish', the female also has a likeness to the Dropas tribe of 

Tibet, a Sllllll structured people who are snid to be of ele"traterrestrial origin 

and w~o have difficulty ~~~ating outside their owu race. As the air inside the 

craft was co..patable with earthly life foOlS why did the other members of the 

crews not re110ve ·their supposed spacesuits? By the description they appear too 

crude to have been. spacesuits. Could they have been a par t of the creatures 

theliiSel ves; in effect were they biological robots designed for a purpose? the 

sign above the door may be numerical instead of alphabetical, lt is auazing that 

Boas could have memorised this so well. The incident, the craft and the entities 

are very like those described in the ' Hill ' case. It will be reiiCmbered too that 

the Bill's were also prevented from re1110ving 'souvenirs' from the craft. 

One feels that one day we may have a sequel to this strange tale. Perhaps 

out ln the stellar void, under an allen sky and another sun, lives a quasi-hu~~~nn 

being that is ~iting to return to the planet of its fathcr ... if he or she has 

not done so already. 
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